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Extra Time in Huntsville Makes Sense
Nancy Haukohl had the basic accommodations and attractions
settled for the October 18-20 LHA Reunion in Huntsville,
Alabama by last November. She reported that there were many
points of interest in and around Huntsville, and she was adding
an optional itinerary for two days, either before or after the
reunion that LHA members could enjoy on their own.
We feel that adding two days will add value to the entire trip
and have made reservations (at the Holiday In Express-Research
Park) for October 15, 16, 17th, and LHA reservations on the
18th and 19th at the Hilton Garden In- Space Center.
We’ve looked at the tourist attractions for Huntsville on the
internet and look forward to the extra time in Huntsville.
Consider this as a early notice about the 2019 LHA reunion, and
make travel plans to fit your needs.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huntsville,_Alabama
https://www.tripadvisor.ca/Attractions-g30620-

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS NEEDED
LHA Treasurer, Chris Thurmon, would like to
remind people who haven’t renewed their
membership for this year to please send a check or
use PayPal on leftwich.org soon, in order to avoid
sending the reminder by mail. Those funds can be
much better used for our research goals and activities
which promote the awareness of the Leftwich family!
Chris says, “for those of you who are dealing with
the cold and snow of the season, keep in mind that we
are a mere seven weeks until Spring arrives! The rest
of you enjoying the mild effects of winter in your
southern states, well, don’t gloat too much when you
read about our latest blizzard.
Looking forward to seeing all of you in Huntsville
this Fall.” chris@metamoraimporting.com

MAKE A MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE EVEN BETTER
Huntsville Native and LHA reunion planner for 2019,
Nancy Haukohl tells us that she’s also thinking of
interesting things to do for people if they come in a day
or two early … her first “teasers” are in Lynchburg,
Tennessee, only a one-hour drive north from
Huntsville!
She says …
• Enjoy lunch with a truly “Southern” experience at Miss
Bobo’s Restaurant with big platters of food served
family style in the old boarding house. At least one dish
features the addition of Jack Daniels Whiskey.
• Join a Jack Daniels Whiskey Distillery tour - it sounds
well worth the trip, with lots of fun and history.
https://www.yelp.com/biz/jack-daniel-lynchburg?

PICTURES FROM THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION MUSEUM AT YORKTOWN, VIRGINIA …
FOLLOWED BY GENERAL PICTURES FROM THE WILLIAMSBURG REUNION
(If we missed your “best side,” at least you can attach names to faces for the next reunion.)

ENTERING AMERICAN REVOLUTION MUSEUM

ROLAND LEAP, AUCTIONEER OF DAVEHNAM 900+
YEARS OF WORK AND WORSHIP

CHRIS THURMON, SARAH AND JAMES SHELTON

MUSEUM EXHIBIT

TWO OF THE BEST BOOKS ON THE AMERICAN REV’N

AMPHITHEATER AT THE MUSEUM

JIMMY AND CHERYL LEFTWICH

ENCAMPMENT TENTS AT MUSEUM

REVOLUTION MUSEUM

CRAFTSMAN AT MUSEUM

CAROL MAJORS WITH CARROLL KEETER

BECKY HOWARD AND DIANE GUEST

JANE THOMAS

GLADYS AND GERALD LEFTWICH

RAYMOND MUNCY

JUDY AND BRUCE MILLS

MICHAEL ORR AND CHRIS THURMON

RAYMOND MUNCY AND JANE THOMAS

REVOLUTIONARY CANNON

BENNIE WILSON

JOHN LEE

RANDOLPH FLOOD, EXPERT GUEST SPEAKER TO LHA

CANNON AND SOLDIERS

HOWARD THURMON

LHA GROUP LISTENING DURING MUSEUM TOUR

HOWARD THURMON AND JIMMY LEFTWICH

RANDOLPH FLOOD, LHA EXPERT SPEAKER

RICHARD AND JANICE BIRD

CAROL MAJORS, GLADYS AND GERALD LEFTWICH

RANDOLPH FLOOD

SARAH SHELTON, DENISE ZIEHR & BILL LEFTWICH

ANN FINKENSTAEDT

DAVID HOWARD … RIP+

NANCY WALLANDER

JAMES SHELTON

MICHAEL ORR

DENISE ZIEHR

BILL LEFTWICH

JIM CASSELL AND NANCY WALLANDER

DEBBIE ZIEHR

JOHN LEE AND DAVID HOWARD

MICHAEL ORR WITH JIM AND CHERYL LEFTWICH

ELLIE HUTCHINSON, MEMBER AND SPEAKER!

BRUCE MILLS AND HOWARD THURMON

BENNY WILLSON AND ANN FINKENSTAEDT

MARK ZIEHR

HOWARD THURMON AND CAROL MAJORS

JIMMY LEFTWICH AND DAVID HOWARD RIP+

BECKY HOWARD

DIANE GUEST AND JANE THOMAS

CLAUDIA ORR WITH SARAH AND JAMES SHELTON

HOW TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP ON LEFTWICH.ORG
Mike Starr (starr@leftwich.org) says that theres a cart item as “Yearly Dues.” If the link was used previously,
it should fill out the information automatically, but if not, then fill it out and you’ll be set for this and future years.
Although the Leftwich site itself is not secure, once you click on the PayPal process, it directs you to a secure
page for billing.
If you have any questions about that, please email Mike.

Note from Margo
I see that our President, Nancy Jay, is absent from the pictures, which means that she must have been
behind the camera! Thanks again, Nancy for going above and beyond! The Family Tree project that I
was supposed to do, but couldn’t, looks really great (thanks to Nancy), and everything for the reunion
looks like it went perfectly, except that a major hurricane made it look almost impossible to happen at all.
Those able to make it there had a wonderful time, as is clear to see in the photographs.
I’d like to mention that Nancy just had a car accident (she says it was small), so we hope she’ll make it
through any soreness and we send her our best.
Don’t forget to chat with each other on our Leftwich Historical Association Facebook site, and build on
our reunion.
I’d still like to communicate with anyone who might be willing to write a Wikipedia article about a
Leftwich. The directions are very detailed, but it can be done with bare bones information - at least the
person will be “bookmarked” for future work.

OCTOBER 18 - 20 +
HUNSTVILLE, ALABAMA
2019 LHA REUNION
(SAVE THE DATES)

